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1. Introduction
Health care is becoming increasingly personalized to individuals. For instance, the United States Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) attempts to incorporate patient preferences into regulatory decisionmaking and is willing to approve treatments even if the benefit-risk profile is acceptable only to a
segment of risk-tolerant patients[1]. Countries with extra-welfarist health care systems (relying on
population preferences) now recognize that heterogeneity in individual preferences may be important
conceptually in addressing issues such as child health, social care-related quality of life and carer wellbeing.
Identifying and understanding heterogeneity in preferences can be helpful for identifying patients’
needs, tailoring treatments to certain patient subgroups, and developing decision support tools in
health care[2]. Therefore, studying preference heterogeneity among patients is meaningful.
Segmenting patient and physician populations can lead to better understanding of the diversity of
needs and desires among segments, and to providing better treatments, prevention programs, health
services, and products [3][4].
Whilst preference heterogeneity in continuous outcome variable models (like the Time Trade-Off –
TTO) has been investigated for many years, issues remain. Furthermore, increasing use of limited
dependent variable (LDV, such as logit and probit) models raise new, crucial issues. This paper
provides a summary of discussion in a half-day symposium attached to the IAHPR 2017 Glasgow
conference dealing with such issues. The aim is to raise awareness of some crucial under-appreciated
issues in both TTO and LDV models: it will not attempt to “police” the fields but merely introduce the
key issues and discuss advantages and disadvantages of potential solutions.

2. Definition of heterogeneity and how traditional solutions can fail
McFadden’s [5] random utility model allows the researcher to conceptualize two major types of
interpersonal preference heterogeneity: heterogeneity in structural preference parameters (real tradeoffs) and heterogeneity in the overall (variance) scale of utility. Classical modeling approaches focus
on heterogeneity in the structural parameters, or the idea that different people make different tradeoffs
across product attributes. Early studies captured observed heterogeneity by allowing the structural
parameters to vary with the decision maker’s observed characteristics, such as health and income. But
preference heterogeneity may be expected to exist even among people with an identical
sociodemographic profile, and capturing unobserved heterogeneity has become a central theme of the
modern literature. A seminal study by Kamakura and Russell [6] introduces the latent class logit
model (LCL) which postulates that there are C distinct types of decision makers for some finite
number C, where each type or preference segment has its own structural parameters; this is a model of
unobserved heterogeneity since each person’s segment membership is probabilistic. Revelt and Train
[7] have popularized an alternative method known as the mixed logit model (MXL); the inspiring
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metaphor is that each person has their own structural parameters which are like realizations of
continuous random variables, and the population preference distribution is akin to a joint distribution
of such variables. McFadden and Train [8] developed a unifying framework that accommodates both
LCL and MXL, by casting LCL as a cousin of MXL which specifies the structural parameters as
discrete random variables instead of continuous random variables.
Heterogeneity in the scale parameter (i.e. heteroscedasticity) is a reduced form representing multiple
latent processes, such as heterogeneous preferences for unobserved product attributes and
heterogeneity in the decision maker’s attentiveness during choice experiments [9]. A linear regression
model, combined with suitably robust standard errors, allows the researcher to be agnostic about scale
heterogeneity when studying the structural parameters. In a non-linear LDV model, however,
neglected scale heterogeneity induces misspecification bias, meaning that one may draw false
conclusions regarding the structural parameters unless scale heterogeneity is explicitly specified and
estimated – in other words, regression estimates may be biased in an unknown direction and with
unknown magnitude. This issue was first identified by Yatchew and Grilisces [10], and empirically
illustrated in the subsequent literature. For example, Hensher and Louviere [11] found that most of
observed heterogeneity in the structural parameters vanishes once models account for observed scale
heterogeneity. Fiebig et al. [9] found that accounting for unobserved scale heterogeneity affects
posterior inferences on unobserved heterogeneity in the structural parameters substantively. Although
scale heterogeneity is a prevalent issue in healthcare DCEs, only a few published studies pay attention
to it and even fewer use formal methods to identify and account for the impact of it [12] .

3. Discussion of more complex heterogeneity in various models
State-of-the-art models that account for both sources of interpersonal heterogeneity (heterogeneous
structural parameters and scale heterogeneity) attempt to segment/cluster respondents and therefore
deal with heterogeneity in preferences were presented at the symposium. As an introduction, the first
presentation clarified the motivation and intuition behind this new generation of modeling approaches;
two patterns of choices, although looking quite different in terms of the sensitivity to stimuli, might be
driven by the same underlying (true, mean) preferences. Their different choice consistency (variances)
might merely reflect differing engagement with the task rooted in education levels, age, etcetera which
contribute to scale heterogeneity. To minimize possible confounding, the researcher must specify and
estimate both sources of interpersonal heterogeneity simultaneously.
The second presentation focused on the scale-adjusted latent class analysis (SALC) model, a modern
extension of LCL that was originally proposed by Magidson and Vermunt [13]. Under SALC, the
population not only comprise C preference segments but also K scale segments for some finite number
K, where each scale segment has its own scale parameter much as each preference segment has its
own structural parameters. An individual decision maker is simultaneously a member of one
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preference segment and one scale segment, and their membership in either segment is probabilistic.
Importantly, a person’s membership in a particular preference segment does not preclude their
membership in any scale segment. The SALC model thus allows people who have identical structural
parameters to have non-identical scale parameters, thereby exhibiting seemingly different choice
patterns in raw data.
The third presentation focused on the generalized multinomial logit model (GMNL) of Fiebig et al.
[9], a modern extension of MXL. In simple, GMNL is to MXL what SALC is to LCL. Under GMNL,
an individual’s preferences are modeled as draws from a continuous distribution of random structural
parameters as well as that of random scale parameters. The model thus offers qualitatively the same
kind of flexibility as SALC, since people who (metaphorically) happen to draw identical structural
parameters may still draw different scale parameters. Indeed, within the unifying framework of
McFadden and Train [8], the difference between GMNL and SALC comes down to the use of
continuous vs discrete distributions to capture population heterogeneity.
Finally, the last presentation focused on cluster analysis of TTO data with a hierarchical clustering
algorithm [14]. The TTO research was interesting in that it might be described as taking elements of
both cluster-based and continuous distributions (although using a continuous outcome). It showed that
different segments of the population use different parts of the TTO scale, and moreover, distribute
similar health states differently across the TTO scale: more or less evenly spaced on the TTO scale
versus concentrated at the top and the bottom of the TTO scale. This is indicating that the functional
form underlying their choice function may differ. Separation of these groups becomes important in
understanding better how different groups might react to a TTO task, and how simple aggregation
might not always be appropriate.

4. Discussion of advantages and disadvantages of various models
It is incumbent upon the analyst to decide between competing models and this formed one topic for
discussion. It was re-iterated that the mean-confound is perfect and there is simply no way for the
analyst to know with certainty if the correct split has been performed. The SALC’s strengths are its
ability to seek out a set of “more likely” splits. Although well-known statistical criteria (such as a BIC)
are frequently used to decide on the optimal model, discussion arose on how all such models tend to
overfit, giving more segments than theory and common sense would suggest. Knowledge of the types
of citizen typically present in large population studies was shown to help in choosing a final model
that was quite parsimonious.
A related issue pertinent to LCL and SALC is how to determine the number of relevant classes. The
standard information criteria tend to overstate the number, to include minor classes that are not policy
relevant. A major new development in LCL is the ability to utilize a hierarchical tree to structure the
latent classes with major policy-relevant classes being identified at the root of the tree and then split
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further as needed to explain all the heterogeneity [15]. This innovative methodology was extended to
SALC models by one of the presenters.
An issue common to GMNL/MIXL and SALC models is that the stated maximum of the likelihood
function may not, in fact, be the global maximum. Various solutions were discussed, depending on the
analysis type but there was general agreement that simply using multiple sets of starting values might
not be sufficient. The GMNL/MIXL model solution was innovative in using global search algorithms
that were less prone to finding inferior local maxima [16], whilst alternative variables as covariates
(constructed in an entirely different manner) from BWS data were proposed for SALC models with
one author finding that these measures, published in detail elsewhere, are very powerful in avoiding
local maxima [17].
Another discussion issue concerned the design of the study. There was clear agreement that a bad
design can’t be solved by any of these techniques. There was less agreement that for good designs
“methods don’t matter”: some participants expressed a view that proper interrogation of the data by
any of these methods can give you broadly similar results, whilst others expressed concerns at multivariate normal distributions assumed in MXL/GMNL models with a feeling that “fewer assumptions is
better”, particular among supporters of the TTO and SALC. However, and most crucially, the
discussion seemed to converge upon the need to “know one’s data” far better than has hitherto been
the case. For instance BWS is unequivocally an individual-level model and “looking at the data first”
is a prerequisite. In various instances, variance effects might not be to do with a respondent’s cognitive
abilities but might, in fact, reflect incorrect information. An example was given of high consistency
but upon outcome combinations that make no sense, given the application. The general point seemed
to be that if the analyst really understands how respondents were reacting to the experiment, and
interacting with it, then analysis decisions flow fairly naturally.
The need to understand the data flowed in various directions, with calls for better qualitative research
to observe the choice process and the need for more than one data source. Quantitative analysts might
be more comfortable with simply obtaining more experimental econometric data – collected from a
second preference study, since it has been known since at least 1993 that two sets of data in principle
allows separate estimation of the two unknowns (the mean and variance vectors – assuming only two
scale parameters since the number of unknowns must not exceed the number of data sources)[18]. The
use of attitudes as a second source was discussed; a potential advantage is that these, if collected
appropriately, might be considered to be more robust (to the econometrician anyway) and less
subjective. Thus, an attitude such as “general views on conventional doctor-prescribed medicines”
might provide valuable insights into a preference for a particular medicine over another (type of)
intervention.
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The flexibility of the SALC model, with the current version 5.1 of the Latent GOLD software [19]
being user-friendly (being largely GUI based) in dealing with the scale parameter was demonstrated
and discussed. This reflected recognition that choice consistency (variances) may differ between ranks
(for instance between a best and worst choice) and/or between classes, giving great flexibility overall
as to heteroscedasticity on the latent scale. The discussion touched upon the issue that if using the
psychology paradigm which assumes people are not perfectly deterministic (consistent) on repeated
occasions then this flexibility is important. For example BWS is intrinsically an individual level
model.
On the other hand, some participants were more comfortable in the welfarist economics
conceptualization of random utility theory (assuming that errors are simply factors the analyst couldn’t
observe) and downplaying the role of “people making errors”. Whilst such fundamental differences
were never going to be resolved, it was agreed that far better explorative and confirmatory studies
were required (where possible).

5. Conclusion
The discussion summarized here was stimulating and achieved its aims of setting out relative
advantages and disadvantages of both segmentation and continuous probability distribution
approaches in LDV approaches, together with new issues in the TTO. It was particularly useful in
making participants fully aware that the mean-variance confound in all ranking/DCE/BWS studies is
perfect: none of the approaches used in practice can unequivocally claim correct separation of the two.
What was most useful was discussion of the tools the analyst might use to help minimize the chance of
producing a grossly incorrect and/or misleading separation. Although certain issues such as choices of
starting values for a maximization algorithm have the potential to bewilder the average applied
practitioner, intuitive explanations abounded, including easy statistical methods and checks that
although simple, are not typically “in the analyst’s toolbox” were described to help identify spurious
solutions from scale adjusted models. However, and reassuringly, strong messages from the session
pertained to the need for common sense and theory, reinforcing a general desire expressed for
practitioners to look at their data, no matter what analysis method they ultimately used. It is hoped that
such sessions become more common – at the very least this one provided a much needed appreciation
of competing methods’ advantages and disadvantages which should help health analysts considerably.
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